Important Notes

Chassis Dimensions
Cab Height: +416 mm for CAB-HSLP, -169 mm for CAB-LSLP, +554 mm for CAB-XHSL.
Front Axle to Back of Cab: +424 mm for CAB-HSLP and CAB-LSLP and CAB-XHSL.
-418 mm for CAB-LSLP.
D-measure includes a front clearance of 50 mm and for rigid trucks also a subframe of 100 mm.
Height can vary ± 20 mm for leaf and ± 10 mm for air suspension.
All dimensions are for unladen chassis and any tag axles down.
Chassis height used: CHH-HIGH.
Height change when chassis height CHH-MED, FRAME300: ± 80 mm.

Weight and dimensions are based upon the following tyres:
Front Axle Tyres: 295/80R22.5
Drive Axle Tyres: 295/80R22.5

Chassis weight includes oil, water, AdBlue, 70 litres fuel and without driver. Kerb weight can vary ± 3%.

Turning diameters are theoretically calculated.

Legal weights can differ from country to country.

For more detailed weight information, including optional equipment weights, ask your Volvo sales contact to enter your specification into the Volvo Weight Information system (WIS).

Do NOT use this drawing for bodybuilding. Refer to Volvo Bodybuilder Instructions and chassis assembly drawing FM64T3HA.
The specification can vary from country to country.
For all possible options and combinations of options please consult your Volvo sales contact who can create a specification to match your requirements using the Volvo Sales Support system (VSS).

The factory reserves the right to modify design and change equipment without previous notification. The specification can vary from country to country.
FM13 HA 6x4 Tractor Air Ride   FM 64 T3HA

- HPG-F61 F-61 hydraulic pump gearbox mounted
- HPG-F81 F-81 hydraulic pump gearbox mounted
- HPG-V120 VP-120 hydraulic pump gearbox mounted
- EIDLES Engine idle shutdown (2.5 minutes)
- INST-MED Mechanical instrument cluster with D.I.D.
- 7DAYB Seven Day Tachograph
- CRUICE-C Cruise control (can be used only with TP-FUEC)
- CRUISEC Cruise control
- ESP-BAS1 ESP package (trailer combinations with ABS)
- HWSS-AC Adaptive cruise control & forward collision warning
- LSS-DW With lane departure system
- LCS Lane change support
- DAS-B Driver alert support warning
- RSENS-W Rain sensor to activate wipers
- CU-ECC Climate controlled air conditioning
- CU-MCC Manual controlled air conditioning
- IMMOBIL Engine immobiliser
- ALARM-B Anti-theft alarm (cab)
- WLIETF Electric windows
- ISUNS-DS Interior side sunvisor - driver's door
- ISUNF-STD Interior front sunvisor-standard
- ISUNF-MD Interior front sunvisor - with mirror (driver's side)
- CSPU-S Upper-cup holders & lower-storage area
- BUPALARM Reverse alarm
- LOADIND Load indicator, electronic controlled suspension (SUSPL-EC)
- REMC-MF Multifunction wireless remote control
- FIRE2SA Fire extinguisher 2.5 kg
- WRITEPAD Storable steering wheel fit clip board
- UPHRI01 Vinyl & Textile trim
- DST-CF5 Fully adjustable driver's comfort seat
- SBPRES-DS Drivers seat belt pretensioner
- PST-BAS1 Basic passenger's seat
- PST-BENC Passenger bench seat
- PST-CF5 Fully adjustable passenger comfort seat
- SBPRES-P Passenger seatbelt pretensioner
- ARM-DDBS Amrresirs driver's both sides - passenger side single
- ARMRE-BB Amressirs both sides - driver's & passenger's seat
- ARMME-DB Amrressirs both sides - driver's seat
- ARU-BAS Seat armrest upholstery - basic
- GRABHI-B Inset grab handle - standard
- FATM-RUB Floor mats-rubber
- FATM-TX2 Floor mats-textile & rubber
- LBK-RES Foldable rest kit
- LBK70 Lower bunk 700mm wide
- ULBK Without lower bunk
- MATL-SF Mattress lower bunk - semi firm
- OLMAT-BA Mattress overlay - basic
- TBK700F Top bunk 700mm wide, foldable
- SAFE Safe box at bed-end
- ETSB-F Engine tunnel storage box
- ETSB-FR Engine tunnel storage box & rear cab wall
- ETSB-R Rear cab wall storage
- RUS-BAS Rear upper cab storage-154 litres, 300mm
- TABLE Table
- REF-ICPK Refrigerator prep kit (on engine tunnel)
- REFR-RUS 28 litre refrigerator in upper rear storage
- BOTH-D Bottle holder in driving area
- SOL12S 12v outlet in resting area
- INLI-BAS Interior night lights
- INLI-NL Interior white and red (night) light
- INLI-NLD Interior light including night light and dimmer function
- ARL-FLEX Flexible reading lamp (snake light)
- RH-MSR Roof hatch-manual - steel - rear opening
- SWIND-PS Cab passenger side aux. window

**Cab exterior**
- PAICS-8 Grey mirrors, sun visor, instep & bumper
- PAICS-C Mirrors, sun visor, insteps and bumper
- AWIND-RF Cab rear window- fitted
- LOCK-MAN Manual door locking
- LOCK-REM Central door locking with remote control
- BUMP-B Bumper-plastic
- BUMP-B2 Bumper-steel
- WILDBAR Wildbar
- BUMP-SP Bumper spoiler
- BUGNET Insect net in front of radiator
- CTILTP-E Electrical cab tilt pump
- CTILTP-M Manual cab tilt pump
- FCABS-A Front cab suspension-air bellows
- FCABS-M Front cab suspension-mechanical spring
- RCABS-A Rear cab suspension-air bellows
- RCABS-M Rear cab suspension-mechanical spring
- MIRFL3 Electrically operated flat mirrors
- SUNV-H Exterior sunvisor
- AD-ROOF Aero-dynamic roof mounted deflector
- AD-SIDE Aero-dynamic cab side deflectors
- GUARD-W Windscreen stoneguard
- HL-BASIC Standard head lamps
- HL-HBD Xenon head lamps high intensity discharge
- HL-DLB Br-Xenon headlamps with Dynamic Bending Light
- HL-CLEAN Head lamp cleaning system
- HLP-ST Headlamp protection-steel
- HL-ADJ Head lamp adjustment
- DRL-LED V-shaped LED daytime running light
- DRIVL2 Integrated driving lamps
- UDRIVL Without driving lights
- FOGL-WC Integrated fog lamps
- CL-STAT Corner light-static
- ASL-RF2 Auxiliary spotlights inside Globetrotter sign box
- IDLAMP-A Identification lamps-amber
- BEACON-P Beacon light wire preparation
- SPOTL-F Aux spotlight preparation, 280W maximum
- CSGN-GTR Globetrotter decal

- Standard Equipment
- Optional Equipment

For more detailed information about cab and powertain equipment, please refer to separate specification sheets.

For all possible options and combinations of options please consult your Volvo sales contact who can create a specification to match your requirements using the Volvo Sales Support system (VSS).

The factory reserves the right to modify design and change equipment without previous notification. The specification can vary from country to country.
**Superstructure**

- **ANT-CBR**  Antenna for CB radio, single antenna
- **SVM-MASM**  5th wheel L-profiles
- **SVM-OBLP**  5th wheel L-profiles
- **SRWL-PK**  Wiring prep for chassis mounted reverse/working lamps-3 position switch
- **SWL-PK**  Wiring prep for chassis-mounted working lamps-2 position switch
- **WL-TA1W**  Fifth wheel light
- **WLC-H2W**  2 x H3/70W high mounted work lamps with white lens.
- **WLC-PKH**  Prep kit for high mounted work lamps.
- **WLC-PKL**  Prep kit for low mounted work lamps.
- **WLC-PKLH**  Prep kit for low and high mounted work lamps.
- **ECBB-HIG**  Body builder module
- **BBCHAS1**  Body builder chassis electrical interface, 1 x 7 pin connector
- **AESW2PK**  2 flexible switches (AUX 1 & AUX 2) + additional 4 flexible switches
- **AUXSW-4**  4 extra bi-stable switches wired to BBM

**Delivery services**

- **TGW-3GWL**  Telematics gateway with 3G & WLAN
- **TGW-PK**  Telematics gateway prep kit
- **TESP-T**  TESP (Dynafleet) with transport info
- **FMS-PK**  Fleet management system gateway